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They continue to ramp up the fear from all sides. Not just the mainstream media, but the alternative
media as well. We recently saw Tucker Carlson interviewing a Catholic priest who claims to have
done many exorcisms. So this is just a rehash of the 1970s psyop led by William Peter Blatty, the Intel
agent turned writer who wrote The Exorcist. They admit he came out of Air Force Intelligence and
USIA. Just so you know, here is part of the mission statement of USIA, when it was founded in 1953
by Eisenhower:
To understand, inform and influence foreign publics in promotion of the national interest, and to
broaden the dialogue between Americans and U.S. institutions, and their counterparts abroad.

In other words, propaganda. Except that, as with the CIA, it wasn't just foreign. It was mainly
domestic, since we were the ones they were propagandizing. The other countries could propagandize
their own citizens.
Although the film The Exorcist was bad enough, being a transparent blackwashing of the Church by
Jewish directors, writers, and actors—note how they used it as an excuse to curse at Jesus and kill two
priests—the book was far worse. At least the film was well crafted. The book is one of the worst
things ever to appear between two covers. Blatty was possibly the worst best-selling writer of all time
—which is saying a lot.
So again, ask yourself why Tucker Carlson is still promoting this fraud? As I have admitted, he is
saying a lot of things right currently, since his job here is to play the more rational opposition in this
planned fail of the left. But he gives himself away most obviously with his choice of guests. Beyond
this exorcist priest, I have already hit Kid Rock, which was a weird one, and my readers know Kyle
Rittenhouse is a fake. Tucker often has on Victor Davis Hanson from the Hoover Institution, which

only works because most people don't know the HI is a bastion of fascism pretending to be
conservative right now. Tucker has interviewed Michio Kaku, another huge phony and mouthpiece for
mainstream science, used to sell all their treasury dips. Tucker has interviewed Ashli Babbitt's widow,
which is curious since she isn't dead. She is an Air Force agent who faked her death. He has
interviewed Marjorie Taylor Greene on her school's hostage situation and on the Jan. 6 prisoners, both
fake. He has interviewed Max Lugavere telling us that diet and lifestyle cause Alzheimer's, when that
is mostly false. Environmental toxins like fluoride, aluminum, mercury, and other heavy metals are the
trigger there, with HFCS just being an adjuvant or accelerator. So Tucker appears to be blocking for
the chemical companies and military. He has interviewed many selling Uvalde as real when it isn't.
One of Tucker's headlines was “Biden divided country in a moment of deep pain”, but Tucker is doing
that too to the best of his ability.
Another big fear tactic this week was the announcement that a Google executive had been fired for
talking to the big computers, claiming they were sentient. That is also a fake story, sold to make you
think all the sci-fi movies were coming true, with computers on the rise against you along with
everything else. They aren't. Along with the creation of fear, this story was manufactured to make you
think all the money spent on AI was leading to real advances, even if they were scary. But most of that
money—like all other taxes—is being pissed down the drain with nothing to show for it. It is another
huge fraud on the taxpayer, along with the rest of what now passes for mainstream science.
We also see daily stories on French youth rioting, or black emigrants attacking mothers with babies, or
guys pushing women onto the tracks in NYC, or people stabbing eachother on the streets in Chicago.
All Hollywood, all fiction. I don't believe any of those stories. When they show video, we either see
nothing or we see something that looks staged. All these stories are pushed to create division: look
closely and you will always see they are spinning it as man versus woman or black versus white, or
black versus Asian, or local versus emigrant, or gay versus straight, or pro-choice versus pro-life.
Which brings us to the protestors at the Supreme Court Justices' homes. Also fake. Also staged.
Including the guy arrested for attempted murder against Kavanaugh. More CIA theater. Protesting at
these homes or trying to shut down the Supreme Court is highly illegal, so if this stuff is happening it is
being staged.

Does that look like an organic abortion rights protest? Ten girls, average age 20, all dressed alike?
And no one else on the street. Obviously staged. All you need is ten girls and a cameramen, and you
can pay the girls with hard-to-find tampons, which it looks like they need.
Same for the firebombing of the pro-life pregnancy centers. All they do is rent a dilapidated building,
put a pro-life sign on it, and then have a CIA agent throw a Molotov cocktail in it. Voila: you have a
firebombing. And also probably insurance fraud, since insurance then pays to restore the building. It is
the same thing they have been doing for two years, with the fake rioting and fake property destruction,
often at a Target or a police station scheduled for an upgrade and rebuild.

That photo, the first one I came across, confirms my analysis. Note the missing sign just a few feet
away from the CAPS sign. Indicating a dilapidated shopping center. And the CAPS sign looks brand
new. Well what do you know! And how fake does the inset photo look? “Hey dude, film me
firebombing this pregnancy clinic during the day so we can post it on youtube and maybe get busted by
the feds!” “Oh, no, they could never identify us from our watches or spectacles or flower scarves or
super recognizable red balaclavas with targets on top!”
Same for the recent arrest of rightwingers who were planning to protest an LGBT event. Except for
one thing: protesting an event or counterprotesting isn't against the law, so I don't know what they plan
to charge these people with. Conspiracy to carpool and walk around with signs? Also strange that
these rightwing counterprotestors just happened to be dressed in identical white balaclavas, not only
hiding their identities but making them look like the usual CIA actors in uniform. Paul Watson actually
commented on this one, so I guess he didn't get the “sell it as real” memo.

They have just released a list of those arrested. Check out these first names: Josiah, Mishael, Jared,
Nathan, Colton, Kieran, Cameron, Forrest, Dakota, Spencer, Alexander (Sisenstein), Wesley (van
Horn), Graham, Connor, Nathaniel, Branden. These are alleged Idaho white supremacists with Jewish
and peerage names. Not what you expected, I expect. They sound like they should be playing on the
PGA tour, not running Patriot events in Idaho.

I mean, that doesn't look staged at all, does it? They are all handcuffed, so why would they still have
on their face coverings? Will they wear those to trial?
The Pride parades are also hugely staged as planned-fail events, with Intel inserting their own actors.
This is only to be expected, since there is now nowhere CIA isn't inserting their own actors. With
millions of employees, these people have to be doing something, and this is just one of the things you

are paying them to do with your taxes. Intel wants to create backlash against LGBT, not only as part of
Operation Chaos, but as part of their effort to turn you hard right. You can't be turned hard right
without a backlash against LGBT, can you? Which is why I say real gays and trannies shouldn't be for
any of this right now, and many of them aren't. These Pride parades make normal people think all gay
activists are nude twerkers or puppy-kink weirdos, which isn't really what the gay community needs
right now. As I say, years of progress for women and gays are being erased right now.
It is a bit easier to see how years of progress for women are being erased: the word woman is being
erased itself, and it is not being replaced with womyn or something. Women are being replaced by
trannies and gender-fluids and gray-people, so basically women are being replaced by guys pretending
to be women. And that isn't only in sports, where women are being driven out of their own
tournaments. It is in society as a whole. Will this reverse when the switch is flipped and the country
turns hard right? Probably, though the damage has already been done. Feminism has been forever
damaged by the events of the last decade, and that has been no accident. A hard right turn cannot
reconstitute feminism, by definition. It can return us to natural definitions of words like woman, but it
cannot right the wrongs of the present and recent past.
We see the blackwash again with Tucker Carlson, who—among many others—is selling the new
Democrat party as the party of rich white women and wine moms. So when the Democratic party soon
tanks, white women will go down with them. As you see, it isn't just white men being targeted. Do
NOT expect either white men or white women to make a comeback after the midterms and the Red
Surge. Some things will change big time, but not that.
And in another indication this was all planned, we saw today a compilation of Trump predictions
concerning a Biden presidency, including the prediction of $6 gasoline, economic recession, and 2 nd
Amendment attacks. Conservative outlets are selling that as amazing prognostication by Trump, but I
see it as proof Trump had seen the script beforehand.
But back to the fear. The fake war with Ukraine has been used to ramp up the fake nuclear threat, with
Putin scripted to threaten major attacks on western cities, including top cities in Europe and the US.
Both mainstream and alternative outlets are leading with pictures of mushroom clouds, showing us that
all subtlety in propaganda long went out the window. Everyone has replaced their OBEY signs with
FEAR signs.
In similar news, we are told China is increasing its stockpile of nuclear weapons. One problem: they
don't have any. No one does. It's duck-and-cover bullshit and always has been.
I have also seen stories about the Sun soon going supernova, to add to the fear. Readers have even
asked me about it. Funny, since the Sun is too small to ever go supernova. According to the
mainstream, the Sun is a G-type main sequence star, and Gs don't supernova. They just burn out. The
Sun is not scheduled to burn out for billions of years.
What about giant asteroids hitting the Earth, as in several Hollywood movies? Not impossible, but
highly unlikely in your lifetime. The last life-threatening impact was 35 million years ago, so the odds
of your being killed by such an asteroid are about the same as your winning the lottery. The difference
being that someone (allegedly) wins the lottery every year, but no one gets killed by a large asteroid
event. So you might as well walk around being afraid a piano is going to fall on you.

And in other fake news, we are told Justin Bieber's face is paralyzed due to the vaccine, but it is far
more likely due to toxicity from the amount of ink in his body, from tattoos. As a top Phoenician, he
would have gotten the memo to avoid the vaccine, so he either got nothing or got saline. But they don't
want to destroy the tattoo industry, which they also own. It is now worth billions. Guess Bieber didn't
get the no-tattoo memo, or ignored it.
However, in this case, you should be afraid of the vaccine, so I actually approve of these stories. Avoid
it at all costs. In related news, the mainstream just admitted less than half of Americans have gotten it,
after months of telling us the percentage was much higher. I have seen reports of 75-95% in first world
countries, but have never believed it, warning you they were lying to make you feel left out. I have
been saying it was less than half for over a year, and now they confirm that. They are switching gears,
admitting the uptake is low to justify sterner mandates. But in doing so they are just admitting they lied
before, which will of course not convince people to trust them about the vaccines. The latest report
was 48%, which causes me to lower my own estimate even more. If they are now reporting 48%, I
would guess the real number is below 40%, perhaps no greater than 1/3rd. That's a PR disaster, an endof-government kind of event. What we are seeing is a no-confidence vote in the governors as a whole,
which transcends low polling numbers for Biden or Congress. As I have said before, it indicates the
Revolution is already in progress and is proceeding quickly. All that is lacking is the report. The
Phoenicians have completely lost control of the narrative.
But as I keep recommending, you shouldn't be afraid, you should be angry. You should be angry that
you and yours have been kept in this cage of lies for generations. You should be ready to break out
NOW. So don't go to primal scream events. That is just wasting the anger. You need to channel it and
use it. You need to save it and unleash it on the right people. You shouldn't be prepping for the end of
the world. You should be prepping for the Revolution and the beginning of the better world. Since the
Phoenicians obviously haven't got a clue what to do next, it is up to you. You need to figure out what
to do next and do it. Going down into a bunker or feuding with your neighbors is not what to do next.
They would love it if you did that.

